Given a semiprime Goldie module M projective in σ[M ] we study decompositions on its M -injective hull M in terms of the minimal prime in M submodules. With this, we characterize the semiprime Goldie modules in Z-Mod and make a decomposition of the endomorphism ring of M . Also, we investigate the relations among semiprime Goldie modules, QI-modules and co-semisimple modules extending results on left QI-rings and V -rings.
Introduction and preliminars
In this paper we study in a deeper way the Goldie modules structure. Goldie Modules where introduce in [3] as a generalization of left Goldie ring. A Goldie module is such that it satisfies ACC on left annihilators and has finite uniform dimension. In [2] are studied, in general modules which satisfy ACC on left annihilators; in this article the authors show that a module M projective in σ[M] and semiprime which satisfies ACC on left annihilators has finitely many minimal prime submodules [2, Theorem 2.2] . Using this fact, if M is a semiprime Goldie module projective in σ[M] we study in this manuscript the relation between the M-injective hull of M and the Minjective hulls of the factor modules given by the minimal prime submodules of M. We prove in Corollary 2.7.1 that the M-injective hull is isomorphic to the direct sum of the M-injective hulls of the factor modules given by the minimal prime submodules of M. Moreover the summands of this decomposition are homological independent.
In [3, Proposition 2.25] is proved that if M is a semiprime Goldie module projective in σ[M] with P 1 , ..., P n its minimal prime submodules the each M/P i is a prime Goldie module. With that, we prove in Theorem 2.19 that the endomorphism ring of the M-injective hull of M is a direct product of simple artinian rings and each simple artinian ring is a right quotient ring.
We investigate when a quasi-injective module in σ[M] is injective provided M is a semiprime Goldie module, this in order to prove when a semiprime Goldie module is a QI-module and generalize some results given by Faith in [9] .
Talking about QI-modules arise co-semisimple modules. We give some results on co-semisimple Goldie modules, we show that every indecomposable injective summand of the M-injective hull of a co-semisimple Goldie module is FI-simple Proposition 4.11, also we see that every co-semisimple prime Goldie module is FI-simple Proposition 4.6. This gives as consequence that if M is a co-semisimple module then M has finitely many prime submodules and every factor M/N with N a fully invariant submodule of M is a semiprime Goldie module.
We organized the content of this paper as follows: Fist section is this introduction and the necessary preliminars for the develop of this theory.
Second section concerns to give some results on the structure of semiprime Goldie modules, we do this showing some decompositions in their M-injective hulls. Also, we show examples of semiprime Goldie modules and characterize all of them in Z-Mod.
In section three we study quasi-injective modules in σ[M] and QI-modules. We give conditions on a semiprime Goldie module in order to every quasiinjective module to be injective in σ [M] . Also at the end of this section we give some observations on hereditary semirime Goldie modules.
The last section describe co-semisimple Goldie modules, here is shown that a co-semisimple Goldie module is isomorphic to a direct product of prime Goldie F I-simple modules.
Through this paper R will denote an associative ring with unitary element and all R-modules are left unital modules. R-Mod denotes the category of left R-modules. For a submodule N of a module M we write N ≤ M if N is a proper submodule we just write N < M and if it is essential N ≤ e M. A fully invariant submodule N of M, denoted N ≤ F I M is a such that f (N) ≤ N for all f ∈ End R (M). When a module has no nonzero fully invariant proper submodules it is called FI-simple.
Remember that if R M is an R-module, σ[M] denotes the full subcategory of R-Mod consisting of those modules M-subgenerated (see [16] ). To give a better develop of the content, for X an R-module and K ∈ σ[X] we will denote by [10] is defined the product of N and K in M as 
Proof. By [6, Proposition 1.3] we have that
With this product, in [13] and [14] the authors define prime and semiprime submodule respectively in the following way Definition 1.2. Let M be an R-module and P ≤ F I M. It is said P is a prime submodule in M if whenever N M K ≤ P with N and K fully invariant submodules of M then N ≤ P or K ≤ P . If 0 is prime in M we say M is a prime module. Definition 1.3. Let M be an R-module and N ≤ F I M. It is said N is a semiprime submodule in M if whenever K M K ≤ P with K a fully invariant submodules of M then K ≤ P . If 0 is semiprime in M we say M is a semiprime module.
Given K, X ∈ σ[M], the annihilator of K in X is defined as
This submodule has the propriety that is the greatest submodule of X such that
then can be defined the right annihilator of K as
In 
As we mentioned before, in [2, Theorem 2.2] was proved that a semiprime module M projective in σ[M] and which satisfies ACC on left annihilators has finitely many minimal prime submodules; call these P 1 , ..., P n . The minimal primes gives a decomposition of M in the following way
where
In the next section we present a decomposition of M equivalent to the last one in the sense of Krull-Remak-Schmidt, using the M-injective hulls of M/P i . 
A Decomposition of a Goldie Module
Proof. It is enough to prove that N 1 is a p.c. of 
Proof. By Lemmas 2.2 and 2.3, N i and P i are psudocomplements one each other for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n, thus
and semiprime. Suppose that M satisfies ACC on left annihilators and P 1 , P 2 , ..., P n are the minimal prime in
We have that 
Proof. By [3, Corollary 1.15] we have that,
Thus there exists x i ∈ P i and
and semiprime. Suppose that M satisfies ACC on left annihilators and P 1 , P 2 , ..., P n are the minimal prime in M submodules, then
If in addition M is a Goldie module, M/P i has finite uniform dimension
for all 0 ≤ i ≤ n.
Proof. 1. By Proposition 2.6 Ψ is a monomorphism and ImΨ
M/P i .
Thus we have the result. 2. Since M is Goldie module, then M has finite uniform dimension By (1 ) we have that M/P i has finite uniform dimension for all 0 ≤ i ≤ n. 
Following in this way, we get an ascending chain
Thus, last chain is an ascending chain of annihilators, so it must stop in a finite step. Then M is semisimple artinian.
Proof. By Proposition 2.6 there exists an essential monomorphism Ψ : M → M/P 1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ M/P n where P i are the minimal prime in M submodules. Hence each M/P i has nonzero socle and by Corollary 2.8 M/P i is a Goldie module. Thus M/P i is semisimple artinian and F I-simple for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n by Proposition 2.11. Then M ∼ = M/P 1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ M/P n and hence semisimple artinian.
is a semiprime Goldie module if and only if M is semisimple artinian or M is free of finite rank.
Proof. It is clear that a semisimple artinian module M is projective in σ[M]
and a semiprime Goldie module and by Proposition 2.9 every free module of finite rank is a semiprime Goldie module. Now, suppose that Z M is a semiprime Goldie module and projective in σ [M] . Recall that in Z-Mod an indecomposable injective module is isomorphic to Q or Z p ∞ for some prime p.
Let U be an uniform submodule of M.
is a free module and since M has finite uniform dimension then it has finite rank.
Let
If one U i is a torsion free group then M is free because above. So, we can suppose that every U i is a torsion group. Then, M has essential soclo. By Corollary 2.12 M is semisimple artinian. Proposition 2.14. Let M be projective in σ[M] and semiprime. Suppose that M is a Goldie Module and P 1 , P 2 , ..., P n are the minimal prime in M submodules, then 
Proof. Since N i has finite uniform dimension
where 
If M is also a generator in
Proof. 1. It follows by [2, Proposition 2.21] and Proposition 2.14.
Notice that, (2 ) of last proposition is false if M is not a semiprime module. 
right artinian ring and is the classical right ring of quotients of S i . Moreover by Proposition 2.14 and Proposition 2.16 we have that 
) is a simple right artinian ring and is the classical ring of quotients of End R (M/P i ).
Proof. By Corollary 2.7,
The rest follows by Remark 2.18. 
3 Goldie Modules and M -injective Modules 
Proof. Following the proof of [2, Theorem 2.20] there exist E 1 , ..., E n indecomposable injective modules in
Since Q is injective and has finite uniform dimension, by Krull-Remak-Schmidt-Azumaya Q = E 
Proof. Note that if
Since M has finite uniform dimension, by [11, Proposition 6 .30] M satisfies DCC on closed submodules. So Γ has minimal elements.
We have that 0 = Ann M (A) ∈ Γ, hence there exist f 1 , ..., f n ∈ Hom R (M, A) such that 0 = n i=1 Ker(f i ). Thus there exists a monomorphism ϕ : M → A n . Since A n is quasi-injective and ϕ is a monomorphism then A is Minjective. Proof. Let P 1 , ..., P n be the minimal prime in M submodules. Let us denote 
Proof. By Corollary 3.6 there exist ∅ = J ⊆ {1, ..., n} such that N = i / ∈J P i and M/N is a semiprime Goldie module. By Corollary 2.7 and Remark 3.5 we have that
and
is the classical right quotients ring of End R (M/N). Now, we claim that
. By Proposition 2.14 and Lemma 2.15, Proof. Suppose P 1 , ..., P n are the minimal prime in M submodules and let
Proof. By Proposition 3.2, it is enough to prove Ann
∈J P i for some ∅ = J ⊆ {1, ..., n} and M/N is a semiprime Goldie module by Corollary 3.6.
Note that
(A)) = 0. By Corollary 2.7 and Remark 3.5,
Moreover, by the proof of Proposition 3.7
Hence, we are in the hypothesis of Proposition 3.8, thus A is M/Ninjective, which implies that
A ring R is left QI-ring if it is a QI-module as left module over itself.
In [8] the authors give many characterizations of QI-modules. Here, we show some generalizations of Faith's results that appear in [9] Remark 3.16. As example of a ring that satisfies the conditions of Corollary 3.15 is the Cozzen's ring given in [7] .
Boyle's conjecture says that every left QI-ring is left hereditary, if this conjecture was true then a QI-ring would satisfy the conditions of Corollary 3. 15 4 Co-semisimple Goldie Modules Remark 4.2. It is well known that if R is a left QI-ring then R is left noetherian V -ring. In the case of modules, a QI-module is not, in general, a noetherian module. In fact, let R be a ring such that {S i } I is an infinity family of non isomorphic simple R-modules. Consider M = I S i , then M is a QI-module but M has no finite uniform dimension so M is not noetherian. Proof. Let P be a minimal prime in M. Then M/P is a prime Goldie module by Corollary 2.7 and it is co-semisimple. By Proposition 4.6 M/P is F Isimple.
Let N ≤ F I M such that P < N. By [13, Lemma 17 ] N/P ≤ F I M/P , then N = M. Thus P is a maximal fully invariant submodule. Now, if N < M is a maximal fully invariant submodule then by [13, Lemma 17 ] M/N is F I-simple. Since M/N is F I-simple then M/N is a prime module. By [13, Proposition 18 ] N is prime in M. Proof. Suppose that P 1 , ..., P n are the minimal prime in M submodules. We have a monomorphism ϕ : M → M/P 1 ⊕ ... ⊕ M/P n By Corollary 4.8 each P i is a maximal fully invariant submodule, so P i + ( j =i P j ) = M. Therefore, ϕ is onto. Thus ϕ is an isomorphism. such that E embeds in M then E is F I-simple.
Proof. Suppose that P 1 , ..., P n are the minimal prime in M submodules. By Corollary 2.7 and Proposition 2.14 we have that
i where E i is an indecomposable injective module in σ[M] and k i > 0. By Proposition 4.6 M/P i is F I-simple, so every fully invariant submodule of E [M ] (M/P i ) contains M/P i . Without lost of generality we can suppose E k = E [M ] (M/P ) for some P ∈ {P 1 , ..., P n }. If N ≤ E is a fully invariant submodule then N k is a fully invariant submodule of E k . Thus M/P ≤ e N k ≤ e E k . This implies that
(M/P ). Therefore N k is a fully invariant submodule of its M-injective hull, so N k is quasi-injective. Since N is non M-singular, by Theorem 3.9 N k is injective. Hence N k = E k in particular N is injective, thus N = E. Proof. We just have to notice that a F I-simple duo module is simple. Now, if M is a prime module then M ∼ = E k with E a non M-singular indecomposable injective module. Let Q be a non M-singular indecomposable injective duo module, by Corollary 4.12 Q ∼ = E so E is simple. Thus M is semisimple, then M is semisimple.
